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The revolutionary solar string light – Solbrite’s Crowdfunding Campaign  

 

A detachable solar panel that allows you to use fairy solar lights in the shade AND in your home!! 
 

 

Simi Valley, CA – Aug 29th, 2016  
Solbrite, a technological company in Simi Valley, CA. is launching an Indiegogo crowdfunding campaign for a revolutionary 
design of string lights. The aim of this crowdfunding campaign is to raise $10,000 to bring these unique detachable solar 
paneled fairy lights into America.  
 
Solbrite is a solar fairy light that has the capability of detaching the solar panel from the lights to recharge anywhere there 
is sun. Created in 2015 out of a personal need, Wendy Moliere, noticed to much shade in the front of the patio which 
limited exposure for the solar panel.  With this problem, she came up with the idea of detaching the panel from the lights to 
recharge in the sun.  After many designs and meetings, they found a solution. Creating an easy to detach solar power 
connector, placement can be in the sun during the day, reconnected at night and enjoyed.  The lights work in all shady 
areas and inside the home! The uses of solar lights are no longer limited to direct sun.  Contributions will help people all 
over the world who love the ambiance of solar fairy lights, use them anywhere – inside, outside, shady spots or sunny 
spots!  
 
Solbrite lights are solar fairy lights that are simple to use and help save a lot of electricity.  These eco-friendly fairy lights 
are perfect for shades, indoor areas and multiple other places that do not get much sun.  
“Solbrite is a revolutionary string light that will help thousands,” stated Wendy Moliere. “We are excited to bring it to 
market. We are more than confident that Solbrite will fulfill a need for those with shady yards, but is also a safe and 
efficient substitute for Christmas lights being eco-friendly”.  
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About: Solbrite is a revolutionary solar string light that is owned and designed by Wendy Moliere.  For more information, 
please go to http://www.solbrite.com  
About Indiegogo crowdfunding - http://www.indiegogo.com/project/preview/b59c6010# 
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